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CHAPTERR SEVEN 

THEATE RR FOR THE MASSES 

II  do not wish to give the impression that this delicate balancing act is just the precarious accom-

plishmentt of the different individual representatives in their relationship to their audience. It is 

not.. As with every other form of governmentality, the monumentalization of the republican 

'tribunes'' is the ongoing accomplishment of a vast network of discourses, practices, images and 

institutionss on which every singular performance must draw in order to be successfully pulled 

off.. I intend in this chapter to give an idea of how, in the Venezuelan case, such a governmental 

corpuss came into being and what are some of its operative principles. 

TheThe 'French Repertoire' 

Alreadyy as early as 1815, just three years after Venezuela's declaration of Independence 

andd in the midst of the wars that followed in its wake one finds further striking evidence of what, 

byy then, already was a rapidly forming corpus of governmentality. Thus, on July 20th of that very 

year,, the central square of Bogota, Colombia, was turned into a theatrical stage for the 

performancee of a series of plays whose titles and subject matter aptly illustrate the monument-

alizingg bent that I especially address in this and the last chapter. 

Thee occasion of the performance was the commemoration of the city's decision, on that 

veryy day five years before just in the wake of Caracas' earlier initiative, to declare self-rule 

againstt Spain (Lomné, 1998:330). The circumstances, a city occupied by and army of 

Venezuelann llaneros or plainsmen, which, headed by Bolivar, had recently retaken it from the 

pro-Spanishh forces that had previously quashed the local autonomist pretensions (Bushnell, 
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1993:45).. As often happens in similar  circumstances, such an army was 

moree preoccupied for  any of its dead than for  the conveniences of a neighborhood with 

whichh it maintained the scarce communication that is kept with the vanquished (Lomné, 

1998:3300 - my translation). 

Thee plays, a series of three theatrical representations all-revolving around the figure of the 

republicann tribune as the exalted and virtuous embodiment of the nascent republic. 

Itt  is possible that the first of the three plays, a "great comedy of the Conquest"  (Caballero 

inn Lomné, 1998:331) dealt with the theme of Hernan Cortes, although Lomné does not discard 

thee possibility of it being "one of the first representations of Alzire ou les Americains, by Vol-

taire.""  (ibid:331). In the case of the next two plays, however, the connection with the figure of the 

republicann tribun e is entirely explicit (not, of course, that in such a context the figure of Cortes 

wouldd not have become properly tribunal) . It is very plausible that the "comedy of Julius Caesar" 

mentionedd in the contemporary diary on which Lomné draws was none other  than 

LaLa mort de Jules Cesar, by Voltaire, a work widely used by the (French) revolutionaries, 

evenn in expurgated versions, during the period of the Terror  (ibid). 

Ass Lomné puts it, 

thee French repertoire exalted the virtu e of the ancients, investing it with a marked 

republicann connotation: think, among other  works, of Brutus or  Rome Sauvee, by 

Voltaire,, of Caius Gracchus, by Andre Chenier, or  of Mucins Scaevola (ibid:331). 

Ass such, 

itt  was the ideal mirror  of the pro-Independence Creoles, more particularl y those from 

Caracas,, who, from the beginning, expressed their  vehement desires to signify that the 

theatree was "an honorable exercise, that far  from being incompatible with virtue, it is 
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virtue' ss very own school (ibid—the sentence within quotation marks is from  Gaceta de 

Caracas,Caracas, number  383, December  6, 1811; emphasis and translation mine). 

Thee last of the three plays, staged to "close the festivities,"  was the Monologue ofRicaurte. This 

timee the play focused on a Creole martyr  of the insurgence against Spain, Antonio Ricaurte, thus 

makingg explicit how much the appropriation of the "French repertoire"  was driven by the 

overridingg telos of monumentalizing the Creole leadership by firml y placing it in a direct line of 

inheritancee from an illustriou s Roman ancestry. 

Givenn the direness of the predicament faced by the pro-Independence Creoles from 

Caracas,, as well as their  leadership role in the Independence struggles against Spain in large parts 

off  South America, it is not surprising that they would have shown such a keen interest in the 

"Frenchh repertoire."  Such a repertoire developed in France precisely in response to similar 

urgenciess as those which in England or  Germany led to the constitution of a separate sphere of 

politicall  representation modeled after  the theater. Namely, the dread and dislocations provoked 

byy the revolutionary Terror  and which in France ultimately issued in the replacement of the fete 

revolutionnaire,revolutionnaire, fervorously favored by Rousseau, by the more upliftin g and serene pleasures of 

thee theater  which, precisely due to its re-presentative character, Rousseau no less fervorously 

abhorred.. In Lomne's words, who in this respect follows closely the classic work of Mona Ozouf 

onn the subject 

originall yy frankly  hostile to any theatrical fiction, the French Revolution ended by 

reconcilingg itself with the stage (ibid:320). 

Onee would not have expected anything less than a wholehearted adoption of the "French 

repertoire""  on the part of Caracas' Creole revolutionary leadership. To begin with, there is the 

alreadyy mentioned fact that this leadership to a large extent borrowed its models of society and 

politicall  authority from the French, particularl y the Jacobins. As I have argued, there are good 

historicall  reasons for  this borrowing. Among them, to be sure, what Francois-Xavier  Guerra says 

concerningg a uniquely Latin modernity to which the French have contributed its most elaborate 

andd authoritativ e models. But beside this overall historical commonality rooted in an experience 
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off  absolutism quite at odds with the evolution of political authority in places like, for  example, 

England,, there is a more immediate reason for  the borrowing. Namely, the similar  predicaments 

which,, largely due to this very historical commonality, were faced by the revolutionary 

leadershipss of both Paris and Caracas of revolutionary crowds spinning out of all established 

formss of social and political control. 

Whil ee the "French repertoire"  developed precisely in response to such a revolutionary 

emergency,, the fact that perhaps it was even more eagerly adopted in Venezuela than elsewhere 

inn Latin America is not hard to explain. In order  to account for  such a wholehearted adoption all 

thatt  is needed is realizing the magnitude of the challenge faced by the revolutionary leadership of 

what,, at the time of independence, was a relatively unimportant colonial backwater. Regardless 

off  the economic prosperity of the last colonial decades, which made of Venezuela the most 

successfull  agricultural colony of the Empire, when revolution arrived the provinces of Tierra 

Firmee still exhibited relatively weak institutional and governmental structures compared to other 

areass of Spanish America. Even taking into account the political and economic reforms of the 

latee Bourbon period, at that time political institutions and state centralization were not nearly as 

consolidatedd in Venezuela as in the viceroyalties of Mexico or  Peru, to name the two central 

politico-administrativ ee areas of the American Spanish empire. In the end, it all came down to the 

factt  that no matter  how profitabl e or  how much it may have enriched the local aristocracies, it 

wass not agricultural production but mineral wealth that the Spanish empire was ultimately all 

about. . 

Inn many ways a frontier  settlement plagued constantly by attacks from both corsairs and 

pirates,, it is however  the republican leadership from this colonial backwater  whichh faced a 

challengee that, with the possible exception of Argentina, was unparalleled elsewhere in the whole 

off  South America. That is, leading a protracted and, in terms of both life and property, 

enormouslyy costly revolutionary war  against the Spanish empire in the Americas. Is one to be 

surprised,, then, that this leadership so eagerly adopted the "French repertoire"  taking it to 

hyperbolicc extremes unparalleled elsewhere in the continent, again with the only partial 

exceptionn of Argentina? Given precisely the paucity of alternative means of social and political 

controll  and a revolutionary situation of a violence that was unrivalled anywhere else in Spanish 
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America,, with the postcolony's republican masses bent on an equalizing frenzy of trul y 

cataclysmicc proportions, such an adoption made good sense. 

Thee sheer  out-of-control violence of the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds was propor-

tionall  to the just mentioned relatively incipient character  of the available forms of social, political 

andd institutional control at the time of the revolutionary ruptur e against Spain. It also issued from 

thee intensified pace that the importation of African slaves had reached during the last decades of 

thee colony in order  to meet the ever-growing demands of the agricultural haciendas (Arcil a 

Farias,, 1999:732-733). Under  the prevailing institutional circumstances, such an augmentation in 

thee numbers of the subaltern classes relative to those of the white population could not but have 

cataclysmicc consequences. Add to this the prominent role that these masses played for  over  a 

decadee and across vast territoria l expanses as part of the liberation armies headed by Bolivar  and 

youu will have the recipe for  a virtuall y unmanageable crisis in governmentality. Indeed, many 

yearss after  the wars of independence already had ended, there are archival references to 

Venezuelann ex-combatants roaming the territorie s of nations as down south as Ecuador  or 

Bolivia.. And, seasoned by their  participation in the Independence struggles, for  many decades 

afterr  Venezuela had become an independent nation the Venezuelan masses still exhibited the 

samee bellicose disposition which had made them feared and famous everywhere across South 

America. . 

Withh the new nation awash in weapons and filled with highly delocalized, intensely 

mobilee postcolonial masses eager  to assert their  just discovered "rights "  by simply gathering 

aroundd one or  another  rebellious republican leader, is it at all surprising if the just mentioned 

corpuss of governmentality grew ever  more bloated until finally  turning quite monstrous during 

thee Guzman regime towards the end of the nineteenth century? Was there not an ever  more 

anxiouss need of monumentalizing the nation's "virtuous "  representatives as the sole communal 

groundd which, under  the prevailing circumstances, Venezuela's delocalized, intensely mobile 

populationss could possibly share, even if only momentarily? Were not these representatives the 

virtuouss "paragons"  which, much like mirrors , the republican polity raised before the mobile 

massess so as to momentarily arrest them through specularity, i.e., by means of the mirrored 

reflectionn of that which these masses presumably shared, namely, their  buried "best self'? An 
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ongoingg investment, such a relentless specular  mirrorin g could not but lead to ever  more 

extravagant,, even monstrous excesses. Addressed in the first  chapter  of this dissertation, it was 

duringg the Guzman regime in the 1880s that, eventually, the state imaginary that is the subject of 

thiss dissertation flamboyantly crystallized. Unfortunately, this dissertation's already considerable 

lengthh bar  me from returning to the analysis of this regime as the most clearcut expression of the 

kindd of governmental practices that are the subject of this chapter. All that I can do in what t 

followss is to give an idea of the main textual and institutional nodes of the forming government-

ality. . 

TheaterTheater for the masses 

Ass one would expect from its strategic role in a form of government for  which the 

monumentalizationn of the representatives was so crucial, not just in Venezuela but all across 

Latinn America the theater  experienced an explosive growth during the entire nineteenth century. 

Butt  beyond actual numbers what is trul y significant is the role of the theater  in the formation of 

thee imaginary of the independent nations of the region. In this respect a contemporary art 

historiann unhesitantly refers to the period's theater  as "occupying the same place in the construc-

tionn of the imagination"  of these nations during the nineteenth century as that which "th e cinema 

andd television"  occupy today (Martin , 1985:814). According to the author  this "social 

importance""  was regardless of the theater's low "standard of artistic achievement"  (ibid) which 

everywheree in Latin America "was the least distinguished of the literary genres"  (ibid:816). 

Iff  the state of television nowadays in the area is anything to go by, however, far  from an 

impedimentt  the genre's poor  quality, its lack of artistic subtlety and overall stereotypical 

characterr  may have been the key to its social effectiveness. Indeed, the social efficacy of 

contemporaryy Latin American soap operas largely stems from their  stereotypical plots and total 

lackk of artistry . It is precisely these qualities that render  soaps into such rich repertoires of ready-

made,, highly codified situations and types, which the audience may conveniently sack for  the 

purposee of moulding their  everyday identities, behaviors and expectations. 

Somethingg similar  may be said of the nineteenth century theatre from Latin America. Any 

cursoryy glance at this theatre's repertoire not just in Venezuela but all throughout Latin America 
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duringg the decades after  Independence confirms what was just said regarding the theater's 

preeminentt  role not just in the formation of the new nation's imaginaries, but as the region's 

preeminentt  ideological state apparatus everywhere charged with the crucial if ultimately 

impossiblee task of creating disciplined citizenships. Regarding Latin America as a whole, the 

generall  tendency was from the neoclassicism of the years of the Independence struggles to the 

romanticismm which accompanied the formation of the new nation-states after  the liberators' 

grandiosee Pan-American schemes had already flopped. During the initia l years of the struggle a 

similarr  spirit presided over  the stage all across South America. Packed with similar  tribunal 

virtuess and an overall emphasis on symmetry and order  as the paramount values of the republican 

polityy envisioned by the revolutionaries, the neoclassicism of the plays that the Venezuelan 

armiess staged in an occupied Bogota in 1815 where typical of that which was found elsewhere in 

Southh America during this inaugural period. Everywhere 

thee general tendency was neoclassical and the repertoire almost exclusively foreign: 

Voltaire,, Alfieri , Addison... (Dauster, 1996:537). 

Ass for  the few locally produced plays, while "the primary note"  of the Argentinean 

"theatr ee of the period was oratorical patriotism,"  something similar  may be said of what went on 

inn the stage in places like Chile, Venezuela or  Peru at the time. And, as much as in Argentina, in 

alll  these places the theater  was conceived in broadly propagandists terms "as political instru-

ment""  (ibid:537). The attitude of the "most important dramatist"  of this period in Chile who saw 

himselff  as a "neoclassical defender  of the theater  as vehicle for  doctrinair e propaganda"  is in this 

respectt  typical. Similar  to this dramatist's plays, everywhere those of other  contemporary 

dramatistss were "peopled by talking symbols rather  than people"  (ibid), something not surprising 

consideringg the exemplary burden which the aesthetics and the politics of the time placed on the 

shoulderss of the main actors on stage. 

Wit hh some qualifications, generally one might describe the overall trajectory of the 

theatree in Venezuela during the nineteenth century in similar  terms as those which Dauster  uses 

forr  Latin America as a whole during this period. Namely, that from the 1830's onwards and all 

thee way to the end of the century both in Venezuela and elsewhere 
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thee theater  passed from pseudoclassicism, to romantic melodrama to critical Costumbrismo 

andd finally to Naturalism, but all with a heavy romantic tinge (ibid:539). 

Althoughh following approximately the same broad general trajectory as the one above in the case 

off  "Colombia and Venezuela"  the situation was, however, considerably less varied. There theatri-

cal l 

activityy was almost exclusively and routinely romantic, alternating with standard 

CostumbrismoCostumbrismo and the Spanish short lyri c theatre, the genero chico (ibid:549). 

Thus,, after  the initia l neoclassicism, from the 1830s and until the 1850s Venezuelan theatre took 

aa more decidedly romantic turn, with plays "conformin g to the strictures of historical melodrama 

suffusedd with a local patrioti c vision"  (Azparen Gimenez, 1997:92 - my translation). 

Withh the transition to romanticism the goal of forming virtuous citizens remain unaltered, 

onlyy that now it was the discrete nation not the vast confederacy dreamed by the Enlightenment 

sensibilityy of Bolfvar  that was the genre's overriding concern. In every case the historical dramas 

fromfrom  this period sought to create a disciplined citizenship by instillin g in the audience the 

appropriatee love and loyalty to the nation, as well as values and behaviors consonant with those 

befittingg a republican constituency (ibid:75-78, 91-102; Galindo, 1999:1-23; Rojas, 1986:7-17). 

Consistentt  with their  generic romanticism, to some extent in these plays neoclassicism's abstract 

universalismm was somewhat nuanced by a aesthetics where local color  and the subjectivity of the 

protagonistss was given somewhat greater  expression (Azparren Giménez, 1997:80-82). 

Increasingly,, and more so as the century progressed theatrical production seized on the 

bourgeoiss family as one of its preferred subject matters. Rather  than supplanting it, however, this 

"moralizin gg and lachrymose melodrama"  complemented the more properly historical and 

explicitlyy nationalist variety, which continued being produced until the very end of the 

nineteenthh century. Moreover, both familial and historical melodramas answered to a similar 

"mora ll  didacticism"  were the goal of upholding civic values and the established republican order 

remainedd paramount (ibid:96). During the final decades of the century the local scene became 
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increasinglyy more diversified. The public's attention was now divided among a wider  range of 

theatricall  expressions beyond the just alluded ones. Among these the light comedies, operas and 

zarzuelass that were routinely imported from Europe, especially from Spain, figured prominently, 

ass well as plays from some of the more important romantic authors from Europe (ibid:89). 

Confirmin gg what was said concerning the overridingly pedagogical and moralizing intent 

off  the local theater, it was those foreign authors with a view of the "theatr e as an instrument of 

sociall  improvement and development, in the sense of both moral teaching and moral ratification " 

thatt  were most favored locally (ibid:88). Also achieving some importance in the closing decades 

off  the century were those plays which literar y criticism conventionally groups under  the generic 

labell  of costumbrismo. As the name indicates, costumbrista plays were lighter  forms off  theater 

focusedd on popular  types and costumes and animated by a satirical intent for  which the prevailing 

sociall  mores or  the illusions surrounding political power  were common targets (ibid:99). All 

along,, and staged in premises different than those destined for  the preceding forms of theater, 

otherr  more obviously popular  spectacles such as "Sainetes, Jerusalems and Nacimientos" also 

dreww a considerable audience (Galindo, 1999:50). Less constrained by formal literary 

requirementss and therefore giving more room to the actors' improvisational abilities, these 

spectacles''  primary concern was entertaining the audience. For  the most part devoid of any 

"civilizing ""  or  "modernizing"  intent, these popular  expressions were the explicit other  which 

"republica nn theatrical criticism"  often used as a "background for  legitimating its own discourse 

aimedd at ordering the new society"  (ibid). Finally, the last years of the nineteenth century saw the 

emergencee of the first  "attempts at naturalism."  By and large, this incipient naturalism continued 

andd consolidated the local theater's role as a "lay pulpit"  bent on lecturing on bourgeois society 

andd the prevailing republicanism as "an atemporal order"  (Azparren Gimenez, 1997:79). 

Thee above diversity should not, however, obscure the local theater's continuing 

investmentt  in exalting the heroic and exemplary virtues of a few chosen representatives, the 

nation'ss notables. All throughout the nineteenth century, heroic exemplarity remained a constant 

preoccupationn for  this theater  with consequences for  the new nation's imaginary that reach well 

intoo the present. This is true even if, as I wil l argue, the genre's monumentalizing drive did not 

stopp at the local notables. Over  time, such a drive grew ever  more ambitious seizing on an ever 
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widerr  range of social categories which, as a result, were subjected to a similar  modelic, indeed 

trul yy sculptural treatment as that which had resulted in the ongoing canonization of Venezuela's 

exemplaryy representatives. 

AA few considerations will suffice to make these points. To begin with, even if the 

precedingg historical outline may have suggested rigidl y evolutionary lines of development, with 

artisti cc schools succeeding one another  as orderly as pupils in a school-yard formation, this was 

farr  from what happened. The monumentalizing and broadly didactic impulses of an early theater 

weree not left behind like some heavy neoclassical frock which an exuberantly romantic subject 

takes-offf  on stage. Azparen Gimenez tacitly acknowledges as much when he refers to the local 

historicall  melodramas as plays that were both "neoclasssic and romantic"  (ibid:82). The situation 

forr  Latin America as a whole is well captured by the Chilean literar y criti c Cedomil Goic, who 

characterizess the region's nineteenth century theater  as follows: 

fromfrom  romanticism to naturalism, the modern drama from Hispanic America exhibits a 

sustainedd costumbrista tendency. Neoclassicism persisted fundamentally in the moral-

didacticc orientation of the theatre and in the preservation of the dramatic units dictated by 

thee representational economy... But the new theater  was nuanced by costumbrista traits, 

whichh went from local color  to the animation of scenes and regional types (1991:661). 

Itt  is sufficient to focus briefly in the next section on costumbrismo as a genre in order  to realize 

thee extent to which a neoclassical politics of exemplarity remained the overriding agenda not just 

off  the theater  but of local literatur e as a whole. 

NegativeNegative exemplarity 

Althoughh with manifestations in a range of literary forms including the theater, the term 

'costumbrismo''  is used primaril y to refer  to a body of brief literar y texts commonly known as 

cuadroscuadros de costumbres or  sketches of manners. Consisting of satirical renditions of specific 

"locall  customs and types,"  since the end of the eighteenth century and all throughout the nine-

teenthh not just in Venezuela but all throughout Spanish-America this sort of literary sketches 

increasinglyy filled the pages of local publications and periodicals (Barrios, 1994:15). As a whole, 
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costumbristaa texts were characterized by an intense focus on the social surroundings not, howev-

er,, out of any concern with the subtleties or  nuances of context but because of a strong desire for 

typicality .. Costumbrista writer s turned everyday occurrences into highly conventional scenarios 

forr  the manifestation of a gallery of universal types. Not, then, this or  that complex character, 

practicee or  situation but rather  '"Th e romantic', The swindler', 'The salon', The visit'"  were some 

off  the topics often found in this literatur e (ibid: 16). Costumbrista texts, in other  words, 

doo not singularize but make rough sketches of characters and situations whose caricatured 

trait ss make up the generic (ibid). 

Explicitl yy assumed in many of the writings, this predilection for  the generic and the 

universall  in turn informs all of the other  main characteristics of the genre. This is true, for 

example,, of the genre's elitist brand of nationalism, its overall satyrical intent, the kind of 

normativee relations which in every costumbrista text obtain among first-person narrators, their 

readershipp and the narrated realities, or  the overall didacticism which is a trademark in virtuall y 

everyy single manifestation of the genre. Al l of these characteristics must be understood in refer-

encee to costumbrismo's overriding taxonomical concerns. The very significance that each and 

everyy one of them has in this literatur e must, in other  words, be apprehended in light of costum-

brismo'ss overall drive to monumentalize everyday actors, circumstances and appearances by 

includingg them as exemplary instances within an ever  expanding gallery of allegorical 'types'. 

Take,, for  example, the great rift  that in the "firs t costumbrismo"  (1830-1859) separates 

thee first-person narrators from those realities which they held up to their  audiences as textual 

exampless of everything they should avoid in order  to attain civilization. Itself constitutive of 

thesee "witness-narrators'"  authority, such an Olympic distance was only possible because of these 

text'ss reduction of all narrative contents to the status of objectified visual entities (hence why the 

"sensee of sight"  was so privileged in the genre), painterly allegories that passively illustrated 

whateverr  meaning or  meanings the narrator  wished to lecture his audience about (ibid: 15). 

Commentatorss often insist on the genre's presumed humor, while assigning costumbrismo's 

characteristicc attention to local color  to the stirring s of an incipient nationalism, which, in the 

longg run, would have issued in the formation of the nation's literar y canon. At least in reference 
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too the "firs t costumbrismo"  (1830-1859), Alba Lia Barrios nevertheless recommends caution vis-

a-viss any such generalizations. More than humor it is icy sarcasm that, in her  view, set the tone of 

thee genre at least during the initia l formative period (ibid:20-22). As for  the other  characteristic, 

accordingg to Barrios to say that from the beginning nationalism permeated the genre can be mis-

leadingg if by that one understands the kind of fervent love for  the nation advocated by a certain 

romanticism.. Cool distance, not passionate attachment is the predominant sentiment in the kind 

off  nationalism with which, according to her, the genre was suffused at least during the formative 

yearss in the first  three decades after  Independence (ibid: 17-24). 

Consequently,, while it may be true that with the "cuadros de costumbres"  the nation for 

thee first time entered literatur e as a legitimate literar y subject, it did so only as an object of 

pitilesss abuse. Invoked as series of discreet, painterly tableaux peopled by nearly static allegories 

that,, much like living-statues, were emblematic of whatever  vices or  shortcomings the first-

personn narrator  choose to sermonize about, such a 'nation*  was what the audience should reso-

lutelyy put behind on its way to a civilized existence. Always taking exception from the described 

'nation' ,, the nationalism of the early costumbristas may be seen as joyless elite pedantry, the 

attitudee of self-righteous satirists and wizened moralists bent on enlightening their  audience by 

heapingg abuse and scorn on whatever  'national'  dimensions they, in their  pedagogical zeal, hap-

penedd to seize upon. 

Byy now it should be clear  how much the nationalism that was characteristic of the early 

costumbristaa texts—with their  attendant elitism, pedagogical zeal and peculiar  forms of narrative 

authority—thrive dd on distance and objectification. It is only because of their  reduction of complex 

realitiess to the painterly status of fully visible, largely static allegories that these texts' managed 

too sustain the kind of uncompromising distance, which their  sermonizing required. With no 

autonomyy of their  own and acting or  speaking largely as mouthpieces for  those abstract negative 

valuess that were the object of the texts' sermonizing, much like living-statues the 

monumentalizedd 'types*  of the "first-costumbrismo"  to this day stand as monuments to a certain 

failure::  the inabilit y of the enlightened elites that were emergent from Independence to address 

thee new nation other  than as a gallery of abstract 'types,'  a picturesque collection of largely docile, 

full yy manipulable entities. It is as if wary of a reality sundered by intractable antagonisms, 
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silences,, distances and gaps the early costumbristas choose to retreat into writerl y worlds staffed 

byy a collection of fully present 'types' over  which they kept complete mastery and which they 

couldd conveniently ridicul e or  berate. 

Thee other  thing that should be clear  from the preceding discussion is the extent to which 

thee 'types' of the "firs t costumbrismo"  were negative exemplars. Different than the republican 

tribuness which citizens ought to both imitate and revere as the community's wholly positive, 

virtuouss paragons, the costumbrista 'types' were the resolutely negative exemplars that such 

citizenss should decidedly avoid and reject. Indeed, itself instigated by the texts, such rejection 

andd avoidance was the one precondition that citizens must meet before reaching the civilization, 

whichh costumbrista writing s held before them as a beacon. Negative exemplarity was, therefore, 

thee distinctive inflection, which the "firs t costumbrismo"  added to the monumental 

governmentalityy that has been the focus of this and the previous chapter. Rather  than mirror s of 

virtues,, the allegorical types that crowded the pages of this literatur e where of all the vices which 

citizenss should elude in their  everyday dealings and transactions. Reflecting all those negative 

aspects,, which citizens should shed, costumbrista types were active agents of spiritualization. 

Theyy were the means that this literatur e used for  removing its readership from all of the nation's 

existingg realities while projecting it into a Utopian future as the disembodied citizenry of a yet to 

comee civilized, free-thinking republic. 

Whereas,, elsewhere, the republican tribunes where paraded as objects of public 

contemplationn and emulation, one might then say that in the costumbrista genre these noble 

characterss looked back. And, what they saw was neither  pretty nor  uplifting . Looking past their 

assembledd audiences right  into the world outside the theater's walls, the 'nation' which these 

tribuness stared at fell far  short from their  upheld ideal of a virtuous, civilized republic. "Social 

climbers,, flatterers, corrupt politicians, insipid young ladies, dilettant dandies,"  this was all that 

theirr  forbiddin g gaze could see, all against the blurr y background of a faceless, anonymous crowd 

(ibid:26).. At least during an initia l period, this anonymous crowd was the sole representation that 

thee popular  sectors were granted in this literature. At times threatening, at times simply disorder-

lyy or  annoying as in marketplaces, during carnival or  in other  collective settings such as popular 

theatress and other  festive occasions, this crowd upset all the standards which the costumbristas 
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heldd high in their  writing s all the way from norms of hygiene to all the valued forms of 

"civilized ""  intercourse. As I remarked earlier, this faceless crowd was the other  against which, 

ultimatelyy and for  a long time, all forms of Venezuelan literature, costumbrismo included, set 

themselvess up against. 

Thee writing s of Lacoue-Labarthe offer  an intriguin g suggestion for  dealing with the early 

costumbristaa insistence on setting up a gallery of negative exemplars drawn from the middle 

classess while largely excluding the popular  sectors from representation. To talk of the insistence 

first ,, it may be regarded as a singularly perverse inflexion of one of the strategies, which this 

authorr  has identified as a means of deferring the subjects' final "desistance"  from the hegemonic 

mirror ss that are set up for  their  benefit. Speaking of the unavoidable mismatch between the 

subjectt  "itsel f and his or  her  reflections in the official mirror s set up by the polity, Lacoue-

Labarthee speaks of multiplyin g mirror s as a last ditch effort against the subjects' unavoidable 

desistance: : 

thee obstacle upon which the specular  reduction stumbles, we recall, is the impossibility of 

pictoriall yy translating what the mirro r  could still represent analogically (by either  trope or 

figure),figure), that is, the polytechnic essence of mimesis. Unless, of course, we imagine a genre 

ofof painting aimed entirely at (reconstituting a kind of encyclopedia of workers (after all, 

suchsuch a painting does come to exist, and "Platonism"  does have something to do with it) 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998:124 - my emphasis). 

Inn other  words, confronted with the subjects' irrepressible 'desistance', the "polytechnic"  mimetic 

powerss whereby they ceaselessly (and invisibly) become something else, power  does not think of 

anythingg better  than multiplyin g the mirror s so as to attempt to fixate the multiplicit y which 

constantlyy eludes it. 

Alreadyy during the colony one may discern antecedents for  the costumbristas' painterly 

typologiess in the collections of drawings where members from the subaltern populations appear 

representedd according to the forms and degrees of their  racial mixture. Found across Spanish 

Americaa during the late colonial period these drawings consisted of family groups, dressed in the 

distinctivee attires that legislation and common use had conferred on them and each assigned to 
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thee racial category that was specified in the caption at the bottom of each drawing (Fundación 

Polar,, 1994). These collections became widespread precisely at a time when, as indicated in a 

previouss chapter, the realities of racial mixing threatened to overwhelm any epistemic and 

discipliningg capacities that the dominant classificatory systems may have possessed. Such threat, 

ass we recall, was met through the proliferation of ever finer, more discriminating categorical 

distinctions,, which took the entire system of racial classification to the point of breakdown. That 

thee collections of drawings and the discursive proliferation of racial categories occurred at 

roughlyy the same time is not surprising, both phenomena obeyed similar impulses. Both the 

discursivee and the pictorial representations pursued one and the same (impossible) goal: keeping 

upp with the potentially infinite products of a racial mixing that threatened to undermine the very 

foundationss of the colonial order. Confronted with an unphathomable "biological" mimesis, it 

wouldd seem that the colonial order knew no better than enlarging an expanding gallery of figures 

andd of tropes which, through reflection, set limits to that which subjects could at any time 

become.. And, as one would expect, no less than elsewhere here also the subjects did not oblige. 

Leavingg aside the complexities of a colonial mimesis where both sexuality and sociality 

appearr inextricably intertwined, I now return to the costumbristas' painterly typologies in order to 

addresss their uniqueness. And, for this purpose, I must appeal once again to the fissured realities 

off  the Venezuelan postcolony. If the costumbristas could envisage nothing better than instituting 

aa gallery of negative 'types' as the exemplars which their readership should avoid, this is largely 

becausee of the vexed circumstances of their writing. Much like all the others, as a practice of 

governmentalityy costumbrista writings were inflected by an impossibility. Namely, that of 

includingg the popular sectors within the emergent republican polity. While the other monument-

alizingg practices could more or less circumvent the new nations' realities by making everyone 

focuss away from them on its virtuous exemplars gesticulating above on the stage of the polity, no 

suchh possibility was available to costumbrismo. As a self-consciously literary form imbued of the 

contemporaryy romantic imperative of addressing the nation, from the start costumbrismo was 

compelledd to somehow represent this nation's manifold realities. 

Itt is precisely on account of this compulsion that the mentioned impossibility inflected the 

genree the way that it did. Prohibited from representing the nation positively, as a multilayered 
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realityy which no matter  how complexly everyone could recognize as their  own, costumbrista 

writing ss were from the start committed to an alternative strategy. That is, representing the nation 

negativelyy as a collection of abject exemplars the sole spectacle of which should suffice to short-

circuitt  any identificatory impulses. Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers"  was a last ditch 

attemptt  on the part of the established order  to arrest the subjects' mimetic drif t through identifica-

tionn with any one among all the different trades or  occupations that were included within it. The 

'encyclopedia''  was designed, that is, as a means of replacing a gallery of visible 'workers' for  the 

invisiblee operations that are constitutive of the subjects' disquieting mimetic powers. 

Objectifyingg the polymorphous plasticity of the subjects' invisible representing capacities as a 

seriess of visually discreet workers', each standing for  an invisible operation of representation, the 

encyclopediaa was designed as a speculative trap aimed at capturing the subject by making him or 

herr  identify with one and only one among the many 'workers' of the ensemble. In this regard, 

Lacoue-Labarthe'ss "encyclopedia"  may be seen as a radical attempt at wordling, a means for 

renderingg this-worldly the subject's other-worldly, invisible, indeed trul y ghostly mimetic powers 

byy subjecting these to the 'either-or'  of a calculus of power. 

Inn contrast, the gallery of negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  were a method 

forr  the production of spirits, a chorus of disembodied animas or  souls each discreetly watching in 

thee dark the political spectacle that the republican tribunes staged for  their  benefit. Always about 

too succumb under  the combined pressures of the threatening crowds outside or  of a commodity 

circulationn which, more on that in a moment, especially since Independence was ever  more 

obliviouss to any political solicitations, the republican state chose to deny the 'real'  in favor  of an 

'ideal',, not yet realized and ultimately unrealizable nation. Charged by the conventions of the 

genree with representing the nation it was the costumbrista literature, the "firs t costumbrismo"  in 

particular ,, where, I propose, such a denial reached the more virulent and apparent manifestations. 

Ass the discursive context where, as I have argued, the republican tribunes looked back, from the 

startt  this literatur e powerfully aided in the reification of the Venezuelan republican state. By 

subjectingg all the nation's existing realities to a forbiddingl y puritanical glare, costumbrismo 

reifiedd the state's perspective as the virtual standpoint from which the nation melts into a 

formless,, chaotic mass only to be reborn again, each time refounded and reshaped by the 
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demiurgicc interventions of the state which, literally , i.e., by constitutional fiat, brings the nation 

intoo being. 

Al ll  of this is, of course, testimony to a long standing Jacobinism, a stubborn "French" 

strainn that from the beginning and regardless of the first  republic's federalism, has been constitu-

tivee of the Venezuelan republican state. It is not surprising that costumbrismo so seamlessly 

foundd its place alongside other  contemporary discursive and non-discursive practices within a 

sharedd problematics of governmentality. No less than all the other  monumentalizing practices, 

costumbristaa writing s may be at least in part interpreted as an articulated response to a turbulent, 

inarticulat ee reality. Barrios acknowledges as much when she accounts for  the animosity of the 

"firs tt  costumbrismo"  against all forms of collective expression, the fact that according to her  the 

"popularr  feast"  was the crucial "other"  that the genre set itself against (Barrios, 1994:96) in terms 

of f 

thee need that the rulin g class had of preserving the order required for  progress to take 

placee under  the prevailing mercantism. In reality, behind the expression order and prog-

ressress what lurked was the fear  of popular  irruption . The ironic I of our  first  Costumbrismo 

iss implacable with the popular  (ibid:98 — my translation). 

Soo great was the fear, I might add, that in spite of its typologizing bent during an initia l period 

popularr  'types' were thoroughly banned from this literature. Only in a "second stage,"  between the 

yearss of 1860 and 1890, was the 'LLanero' or  'Plainsman* welcomed in the genre as a popular 

figurefigure emblematic of the nation (Rivas Rojas, 1997:19-31), and then so emptied of any singul-

arizingg trait s that it is dubious whether  to begin with its assigned role was that of serving as an 

exemplaryy model for  the subaltern populations. As for  the rest, I have already mentioned that 

untill  1859 it was from the society's upper  echelons that costumbrismo's galleries of negative 

exemplarss or  'types' were exclusively drawn. Consistently subjected to relentless censoring and 

ridicule,ridicule,  these 'types' were portrayed in the genre as the deleterious expression of the kind of 

upper-classs consumerist behavior  that the "firs t costumbrismo"  set out to criticize. 

Theree are compelling historical reasons for  the inclusions as well as for  the exclusions. In 

orderr  to address them I must take leave for  a while of the vicissitudes surrounding the "Firs t 
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Republic""  and fastforward some two decades into the future, to the period between 1830 and 

18599 when the "firs t costumbrismo"  developed as a distinctive genre. The wars of independence 

alreadyy over  and the foundational republican episodes that have occupied much of my writin g 

rapidlyy becoming a receding memory, this was also the time which saw the emergence and 

demisee of the regime which in local historiography is known as the "conservative oligarchy." 

18300 was the year  when, under  the leadership of Bolivar' s most powerful surviving general José 

Antonioo P£ez, Venezuela finally became an independent nation. To evoke the conundrums 

involvedd I can think of nothing better  than to say that, in hindsight, Venezuela came into being 

markedd by an original sin: the expulsion from its territorie s of Venezuela's favorite son, the 

Generall  Simon Bolivar, who died poor  and destitute a few months later  in Colombia. In 

hindsightt  I say, because the nation would only be saddled with its sinful origins belatedly when, 

withh the invention of the cult of Bolivar  by the regime of Guzman Blanco in the 1870s, Bolivar 

wass lastingly instituted as the Father-figure vis-a-vis which, to this day, the nation remains struc-

turall yy indebted from its fallen condition of an abiding, incurable lack (Carrera Damas, 

1989:177-190,112-120). . 

Duringg the years between the expulsion of the Liberator  and the establishment of the Cult 

Bolivar' ss status in the nation was, to say the least, ambiguous. At the beginning and for  the first 

feww years after  the event his memory was subjected to considerable public abuse, with a chorus 

off  voices constantly decrying in the press and in other  publications his alleged centralism and 

overalll  despotic tendencies. At least in public, during this period Bolfvar  was universally por-

trayedd as a Napoleon-like figure whose authoritarian militaristi c legacy endangered the new 

nation'ss liberalism (Perazzo, 1984:21-28; Carbonell, 1994:100-103, 109-112; Uslar-Pietri, 

1970:124).. It would only be in the 1840s that Bolivar, or, perhaps better, "Bolivar "  began making 

aa comeback literall y imported from Colombia by the state: amidst considerable pomp and 

circumstance,, in 1842 his rests were indeed officially brought, or, as the saying went, "repatri -

ated""  by the state from the neighboring nation. A move with lasting consequences for  the nation's 

imaginary,, the decision to repatriate Bolivar' s remains was taken by the Venezuelan state under 

considerablee pressure from the nascent liberal party. For  over  two years, and as part of its bid to 

power,, the members of this organization waged a relentless propaganda-campaign centered on 
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"Bolivar""  as the rallying figure of identification around which the party could gain the support of 

thee masses. 

Thiss status of "Bolivar" was made sufficiently clear by the main leader of the Liberal party. 

Inn the 1846 editorial to the final number of El Venezolano, the newspaper which during the 

previouss years he had directed with truly incendiary results for the local political situation he, for 

example,, retrospectively called attention to the role that from the initial days of thee organization the 

figurefigure of "Bolivar" had played in the Liberal party's attempt to muster the suppoprt of the masses 

(Guzmann 1983:436). This party's campaign from 1840 on to attract the masses to its side was 

promtedd by the liberals' goal of breaking open the tight circle of the "conservative oligarchy" so as 

too make government more responsive to the alternation of power among individuals and groups 

standingg for different interests. It took place amidst a severe economic crisis provoked by the sharp 

declinee in the prices of coffee, at the time the nation's main export crop, during the initial years of 

thee decade of the 40s. One among the series of nearly catastrophic economic downturns that, on 

accountt of the nation's vulnerability to global fluctuations, have affected Venezuela since 

independence,, the 1840s crisis was laden with momentous sociocultural consequences. Among 

thesee the ruin of large numbers of Venezuelan agriculturalists, owners of medium sized and 

relativelyy larger haciendas, who in the previous decade when the prices of coffee were high 

borrowedd money at huge interest rates in order to conduct their operations but that, under the 

prevailingg legislation, were now forced to either repay their loans or loose their properties to the 

lenders.. Given the reproductive significance of the export agricultural sector of the economy, the 

situationn could not fail to have huge effects in the nation's larger economy and society. With the 

breakdownn of this sector, ever larger mumber of individuals were released from the economic and 

sociall  arrangements, the productive relations and patronage networks where they had been more or 

lesss precariously inserted in the countryside, as a result increasingly collecting as crowds in the 

mainn cities and towns of Venezuela. There they joined the pardo craftmen and shopkeepers which 

thee circumstances of a shrinking internal market had made increasingly restless (Perez Vila, 

1992d:76-89;; Pino Iturrieta, 1993a: 109-114). It was these restless populations increasingly released 

fromfrom all available forms of social control and with no discernible place in the oligarchical order of 

thingss that the emergent Liberal party sought to attract to itself by using the figure of "Bolivar." 
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Whyy "Bolivar "  could fulfil l this identificatory role will become somewhat clearer  in the 

nextt  chapter. What is important to realize now is the extent to which, regardless of the later 

chargess of ingratitud e leveled at the nation by the Cult, the very birt h of Venezuela as an inde-

pendentt  nation was contingent on the Liberator' s expulsion. The ultimate reason for  this was 

Bolivar' ss commitment to the "enlightenment illusion,"  as Castro-Leiva calls it, of the Great 

Colombiaa as a unitary institutional framework that briefly encompassed the territorie s of what 

nowadayss are four  independent nations. Lasting only eleven years since its establishment by the 

Congresoo de Angostura in 1819 until its demise in 1830 under  strong centrifugal pressures, the 

Greatt  Colombia was Bolivar' s rationalist Utopia. By all accounts a grandiose design, the vast 

politico-administrativ ee unit dreamt by him was an inherently centralist construct worthy of the 

enlightenedd despotism of the Bourbons. In actuality, as Bolivar' s brief experience with the 

dictatorshipp in 1828 insinuated, nothing less than the use of inordinate amounts of state-force 

togetherr  with an endemic militarizatio n of all of public existence would have sufficed for  its 

implementationn (Castro Leiva, 1984:17-29). 

Yett  to speculate on the scheme's practicality is somewhat idle. Although in some abstract 

wayy making some good theoretical sense, it was not long before Bolivar' s design ran aground on 

thee period's stubborn realities. As has been pointed out against the orthodoxies crystallized 

aroundd the Bolivar  cult, the Great Colombia was doomed from the beginning. The design flew in 

thee face of all the intractable geographical, social, institutional and infrastructura l realities of the 

day.. Neither  the vast and often unbridgeable geographical distances, nor  the state of the available 

meanss of communication, or, even less, the politico-administrativ e and social divisions inherited 

fromfrom  the colony could sustain such an abstractly rationalistic construct (Lombardi, 1982:154-156; 

Sorianoo de Garcia Pelayo, 1998:115-120). And, so, the inevitable happened. In 1830, a bare nine 

yearss after  the Republic of Colombia (the name that was originally given to the construct) came 

intoo existence headed by Bolfvar, the territorie s of present-day Venezuela split from the larger 

unitt  to become an independent nation. 

Thiss action was paralleled by the roughly contemporary desertions of Colombia, Ecuador, 

andd Panama from the larger  politico-institutional unit. As the emergent elites from each of these 

placess asserted independent control over  their  respective territories, the Great Colombia 
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splinteredd among unequal national fragments. It is only at this point that one may actually say 

thatt the task of nation building began in the northern corner of South America. Very briefly, in 

thee case of Venezuela this involved the attempt to create a stable, orderly republic in circum-

stancess where everything would seem to be stacked against such a goal. Surely the most severe 

problemss were posed by the returning armies which, bathed in the epic light of their glorious 

deeds,, were bent on cash in on their efforts. Both for the highest ranking officers as well as for 

thee rank and file what that primarily meant was having uncontrolled access to the new nation's 

bestt agricultural lands, something which in the heat of the conflicts was often promised. In 

addition,, the officers expected their merits to be rewarded with both high social status and with 

thee benefits accruing to thee exercise of political power (Carrera Damas, 1986:105-107; Halperin 

Dongui,, 1993:74-76). 

Meanwhile,, the recently established republic was thoroughly ravaged, with many agrarian 

propertiess reduced to smoldering ashes and the state largely bankrupt under the heavy burden of 

ann oppressive international debt incurred during the course of the struggles (Bushnell, 1988:19; 

MalavéMalavé Mata, 1974:94-96). A case, in other words, of too many retainers for a social pie that was 

desperatelyy small, shrunk to a mere pittance as a result of the sheer, devastating violence of the 

precedingg years. The solution that under the prevailing circumstances was found in some ways 

recreatedd the situation immediately before the unleashing of the wars. After all those years when, 

interpelatedd by Bolivar and the leadership of the Independence armies, the popular masses had 

playedd intensely protagonist roles in the Independence struggles, the attempt was now made to in 

somee ways go back to the point of departure before any of that happened. Much like the "First," 

thee "Third Republic" that came into being headed by Paez in the wake of Bolivar's expulsion 

fromm Venezuela was also a highly restrictive polity, a 'civilian' republic to which many of the 

mainn factors responsible for the victory against Spain were largely barred access. Only that, 

regardlesss of the difficulties, this time the experiment would prove more lastingly successful 

(Barrios,, 1994:31-32, 35-35; Perez Vila, 1992d:56-69; Pino Iturrieta, 1993a: 103-112). 

II  can only summarily outline here how such an exclusionary feat was accomplished; in 

anyy case, beyond a few grand generalizations, the topic still awaits adequate treatment in the 

relevantt historiography. Suffice here to say that it was brought about through the alliance of Jose 
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Antonioo Péez, the main militar y leader  coming out of the wars of independence, and some of the 

mostt  prominent civilian factors, both local and foreign, of the Venezuelan postcolony. In the 

corsicorsi e ricorsi to which I, for  heuristic reasons, have reduced Venezuelan historicity—not without 

simplificationn but also, hopefully, not without some gains in understanding—the political settle-

mentt  reached in the decades immediately following the establishment of the nation is of signal 

significance.. After  the collapse of the "Firs t Republic"  in 1812 the "oligarqui a conservadora"  was 

thee first  lasting crystallization of the kind of socio-political order  that I, injecting some new 

meaningg on an already canonical expression, have called the "republi c of notables." 

Neverr  fully realized, as I have argued this sort of republic amounts to one of the two 

alternativee figures which, historically, the exercise of political power  has tended to assume in 

Venezuela.. A highly restrictive arrangement, what is distinctive of this form of regime is the 

existencee of a relatively autonomous and stable 'civi l society perpetuated and made possible, 

however,, by means of the most uncompromising exclusion of the vast majorities from the polity. 

Whil ee in such a "republic "  citizen's rights, intermediate forms of association between so called 

'public ''  and 'private' spheres, as well as relatively clear  rules of the game may be said to exist and 

evenn thriv e (Barrios, 1992:37-42; Galindo, 2000:5-8; Perez Vila, 1992d:59-60,63-69; Pino 

Iturrieta ,, 1993a: 105-108), all of this is not without considerable cost. Such as they are these 

"accomplishments,""  if given the circumstances one may still call them such, are only had on the 

basiss of the aforementioned exclusion from the polity whose boundaries, as a result, petrify as 

danger-zoness filled with fear  and subject to much policing. 

Muchh like the "firs t republic,"  yet with considerably greater  success, the "conservative 

oligarchy""  may be considered a notabiliary regime in the precise sense that I have just described. 

Too the point that perhaps no other  socio-political formation in Venezuela has ever  since 

embodiedd the principles of such a regime better. So much so that even nowadays Venezuelan 

historianss sometimes wax lyrical about the flourishing 'rights' and 'freedoms,' the robust press and 

publishingg activities, the new theaters, enlightened salons, or  the various civic associations of 

bothh an economic and a scientific nature said to have prospered in the first two decades after  the 

establishmentt  of Venezuela as an independent nation. 

Theree is no denying that, even if overblown, all these are considerable accomplishments, 
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especiallyy if one is talking about an ex-colonial backwater  just come out of the most devastating 

conflagrationn that one can possibly imagine. Nevertheless, to highlight the accomplishments 

whilee all along relatively downplaying the high costss that were clearly involved in securing them 

iss clearly obfuscating. Focusing on the tensions on the other  hand intimates a disturbing 

possibility,, i.e., that at least in places like Venezuela the complex of practices and institutions 

thatt  is generally known as 'civil society1 may have had a genealogy considerably more vexed and 

indirectt  than the realm of transparency that Habermas identifies as the birthplace of the construct. 

Regardlesss of what happened elsewhere, in Venezuela at least anything that one might wish to 

designatee with that name was born out of a highly opaque and antagonistic social field, and as the 

outcomee of a range of momentous exclusions which to this day inflect the sphere of civic rights, 

activitiess and associations with a grievous inheritance. 

Leavingg this aside for  the moment there is, however, something else to which I wish to 

calll  attention now. That is, that characterizing the "conservative oligarchy"  as a notabiliary 

regimee is also to say that as a matter  of constitutional design as well as in terms of its dominant, 

hegemonicc practices such a regime had all the trappings of a tightly sealed realm of representa-

tion.. In terms of the proposed theatrical paradigm, it resembled nothing more than a vast repub-

licann theater  within which the day's 'notables' took upon themselves the burdensome and densely 

ceremoniouss task of representing the 'nation' that was tightly kept outside the theater's walls. For 

alll  of the already given reasons what this actually meant was the ongoing restaging and 

performancee of those cameo-like scenes where the regime's notables proclaimed with their  very 

bodiess and gestures their  austere status as the republic's virtuous representatives. A matter, once 

again,, of monumentalizing the notables' selves as virtuous paragons of the community's Tjest 

self,, the exalted common ground where all the societal divisions that were pushed outside of the 

spheree of representation could be finally reconciled. 

Inn order  to be felicitous such an ongoing, obfuscating performance of course required that 

alll  those conflictual realities were safely kept from intrudin g in the sphere of political representa-

tion.. As much as with the first Venezuelan constitution from 1812, this requirement was firml y 

enshrinedd in the 1830 constitutional text that finally brought the nation into being as an 

independentt  entity. A hybrid of both centralist and federalist principles, in actuality the 1830 
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constitutionn asserted the hegemonic role of Caracas over  all of the new nation's other  provincial 

units.. By restricting the franchise to all but a narrow segment of the population in possession of 

bothh rents and property the text also, and from the perspective that interests us here this is its 

otherr  main characteristic, effectively barred the vast republican masses from political representa-

tionn by institutin g a two-tiered electoral system which restricted the voting population to the 

segmentt  of property-owners with some degree of education. Moreover, in order  to be an elector 

off  the second degree it was among other  things requisite to "have a profession or  useful industry 

thatt  produces 300 pesos or  an annual salary of 300 pesos. And thus the rents escalated according 

too category all the way up to deputy or  senator  (Barrios, 1994:35). Enshrined in the 1830 

constitutionall  text, both the dominant vocabularies of the nascent republic where the distinction 

betweenn 'civilization 1 and 'barbarism' was foundational, as well as a wide range of other  contem-

poraryy discursive and nondiscursive practices, indicate just how much the exclusion of the 

republicann masses was generally perceived and experienced from above as a matter  of life and 

deathh for  the polity. And yet all of the available evidence also clearly suggest how much also the 

emergentt  socio-political order  was a fragile construct, a fortress-like republic whose ramparts 

barelyy managed, and, then, only for  a while, against the popular  tide outside. 

Needlesss to say, neither  the hegemony of Caracas nor  the exclusion of the masses from 

thee emergent polity could have been accomplished solely by institutional fiat. To be successful, 

thee constitutional injunctions had to be backed by a set of institutional arrangements, which, 

moree or  less firml y in place, were capable of enforcing them, if necessary by force. It was the 

aforementionedd alliance between General Paez and the commercial and financial sectors of the 

nascentt  republic that laid the infrastructura l foundations of the emergent institutional edifice. 

Whil ee Péez brought to the alliance the necessary militar y force, as well as control over  the vast 

massess of 'llaneros' or  plainsmen that had made the bulk of the armies during the wars of 

independence,, the commercial and financial sectors contributed the economic resources that such 

aa force required to stay operative. 

Thee agreement reached by these two sectors inaugurated a lasting sociopolitical pattern 

that,, arguably, in some other  variant still nowadays informs the workings of the Venezuelan 

politicall  system. Namely, the establishment and consolidation of state-power on the basis of 
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resourcess drawn from the so-called external sector of the economy, where transnational interests 

aree largely prevalent, all in opposition to other groups and interests which, under the 

circumstances,, are unable to cash in on their constitutional foreignness. Metaphysics aside, the 

implicationss of this last, somewhat cryptic statement for the Venezuelan context of the first 

decadess after Independence are primarily double. First, that these relatively more subjugated 

sectorss were not nearly as localized and parroquial as conventional wisdom proclaims them to be, 

wee are already aware, for example, of the inherent mobility and endemic territorial displacements 

off  the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds, especially during the years of Independence. Yet, and 

thiss is the second implication, it is also true that largely for institutional reasons neither the 

massess nor the majority of landowners could capitalize on any such 'foreignness' as easily or 

effectivelyy as both the state and the commercial/financial sectors of the economy were clearly 

capablee of doing. Beyond the platitudes of a certain nationalism this later capability may just 

amountt to a historically particular inflection of the foundational role that foreignness always has 

forr the polity, of the fact, in other words, that as the fijians so well knew, like so many other 

thingss state-power also "comes from outside" (Sahlins, 1985:73). 

II  wil l allude to this issue in chapter nine, when I address the role of Bolivar as Great 

Legislator.. For now let me just say that since the time of Independence and continuing a pattern 

thatt was already well established during the colony, the commercial and financial sectors have 

beenn either in the hands of foreigners, or, if not, of locals with well established transnational 

connections.. With the breakdown of Spanish domination, this long-standing pattern would 

undergoo considerable modification as the new nation began trading without intermediaries with 

thee Atlantic world. The Spanish out of the way, this meant the arrival in Venezuela of slews of 

merchants,, mostly of British, Dutch, Italian, French and German origin, who set commercial 

houses,, often with headquarters in Europe, along the new nation's coastline. Besides acting as the 

hubb of a relatively significant flow of commodities coming in and out of the nation, these houses 

amountedd to something like financial institutions in circumstances where, partly but not only due 

too the endemic crises provoked by the wars, currency was chronically scarce (Cartay, 1988:247-

248;; for a somewhat different view see Harwich Vallenilla, 1998:611-613). Positioned at the 

hingee between the flow of commodities coming in and out of the nation, the commercial houses 
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weree able to reap great benefits both from the control of the import/export business, as well as 

fromfrom  the financing of agricultural and cattle production at high rates of interest"  (Cartay, 

1988:249). . 

Itt  was these sectors that became Paez's natural allies in a constellation of power  where the 

ownerss of the agricultural haciendas at best occupied a secondary, subordinate role. On account 

off  their  role as intermediaries between the local and the global economies, during the nineteenth 

centuryy the foreign commercial houses became the most powerful sector  of the national 

economy,, controlling the wholesale trade and the incipient and speculative market of capitals 

(ibid).. Under  the circumstances, the backing of the commercial/financial elites was a formidable 

assett  for  the regime. It , for  example, allowed the Paez regime to maintain a relatively well-staffed 

andd equipped army kept in a constant state of readiness and alert. Although quite small, and, 

hence,, not capable of asserting complete monopoly over  the use of violence, nevertheless such an 

armyy could be counted on for  suppressing dissent whenever  it flared up in either  of the different 

provincess resentful of Caracas' hegemony. In any case counting on such a permanent army came 

handyy to the regime in its attempt to preserve some kind of hegemonic control over  a situation 

wheree the existence of personal armies remained a pervasive feature all throughout the nineteenth 

centuryy and way until the beginning of the twentieth. While in such a predicament the regime 

wass necessarily committed to a politics of constant negotiation and to the patient crafting of 

precariouss alliances with the different regional powers, the fact that in the last resort it could 

appeall  to the selective use of militar y force was far  from insignificant. Access to resources and 

fundingg also allowed Paez and the other  officers which rose to power  with him—all of which by 

thee way became, especially P£ez himself, large agrarian landowners thereby inaugurating a long 

lastingg pattern of agrarian land concentration under  the umbrella of the state that stands in strike 

contrastt  with the colonial situation addressed in chapter  three-to maintain relatively vast follow-

ingss of retainers glued together  through different forms of patronage (Frankel, 1992:133). 

Inn very broad strokes these, then, were the institutional arrangements which, at least for  a 

while,, enabled the Paez regime to keep the forces of federalism more or  less at bay while 

excludingg vast sectors from the polity, including the postcolonial masses, and, often, the land-

ownerss themselves who by and large were allowed littl e access to direct political power. These 
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arrangementss were supplemented by other  means among which the constitution of a highly 

exclusionaryy political system where the main offices where rotated among members of the 

dominantt  sector  figured prominently. This meant that even if elections were conducted regularly, 

byy and large these were processes where thee rulin g interests, often organized as family clans, 

monopolisticallyy controlled relatively vast voting blocs by means of radiating networks of 

patron-clientt  relations. Which, of course, meant that for  quite a while all elections where rigged 

fromfrom  the beginning in favor  of one or  another  member of the rulin g oligarchy, leaving littl e room 

forr  anything remotely resembling a real alternation of power. In other  words, while the names 

somewhatt  changed the structure of power  remained relatively intact (Navas Blanco, 1993:44, 

123-129;;  Pino Iturrieta , 1993a: 104-105; Villanueva, 1992:35, 81, 113). This all would be true 

evenn if, as Navas Blanco has argued, the "predetermination"  of voters' preferences was 

contingentt  on the relative rationalit y of an electoral system the workings of which went beyond 

thee mere expression of existing factors of power  (Navas Blanco, 1993:13-27). 

Amongg the panoply of supplementary means mention also should be made of the 

widespreadd use of punitive measures such as executions or  the routine use of physical punish-

ment,, both of which were sanctioned by laws and regulations that were passed by the regime 

itself.. In this connection the issuing of legislation that punished crimes against property with an 

extraordinaryy severity was of considerable importance for  the regime's perpetuation (Barrios, 

1994:35;;  Pino Iturrieta , 1993a: 104-105). Yet beyond its immediate effects of somewhat co-

ntrollin gg discrete situations by instillin g fear, by and large such legislation together  with the 

panoplyy of punitive measures routinely deployed by the regime utterly failed in its long term goal 

off  arresting a labor  force whose disconcerting spatial mobility was a constant source of social 

disquiett  and unrest, as well as a grave impediment to the smooth operation of the economy. 

Consideredd all together  these, then, were the uncertain institutional grounds on which the regime 

off  the "conservative oligarchy"  for  a while precariously rested. As I will suggest, they were also 

thee conflictual faultlines along which a nascent opposition would organize itself, eventually 

stagingg a momentous challenge to the established order  of things. 

Al ll  of this is not, however, to say that the "Conservative Oligarchy"  was a period of 

unmitigatedd peace and tranquility . It was not. There is enough information in the archives 
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suggestingg the existence of considerable popular  unrest during the entire period. As Barrios puts 

it,, during this time 

guerrillass of mulattoes, zambos, ruined agriculturalists, slaves and emancipated slaves 

routinelyy assaulted townships and haciendas: only of slaves there is sure information 

concerningg some 145 rebellions during the oligarchical period (Barrios, 1994:35-36 - my 

translation). . 

Byy and large, however, and beyond occasional references, with the exception of a few marxist 

historianss which usually subsume it with one or  another  all-encompassing teleological 

frameworkframework  all of this ferment has not found its way on the pages of most historical accounts of 

thee period. As the author  also remarks, 

littl ee mention is generally made of the popular  sector. Both in contemporary accounts and 

inn later  historical renditions the "mass"  seems to be the absolute "other,"  the ignored 

"dar kk side"  which apparently does not weigh significantly on the course of the events 

(ibid:35). . 

Oftenn combined with these insistent flarin g of popular  unrest, another  ongoing source of 

tensionn was the recurrent expression of federalist tendencies in all the different provinces during 

thee entire period between 1830 and 1859 over  which the powerful figure of Paez cast a hugely 

largee shadow. These tendencies were never  completely suppressed during the wars of Indepen-

dence,, even if the needs of the struggle somewhat led to the subordination of all expressions of 

differencee and particularit y to the dictates of a unified leadership. Although this meant that 

duringg that time Bolfvar  's centralist grip over  the struggle for  the most part went unabated, the 

armiess for  independence nevertheless remained organized mostly along regional lines and under 

militar yy leaders that although subordinate to him drew their  power  from and were firml y rooted 

inn the different provincial realities (Lombardi, 1982:130-133). 

Whenn Venezuela finally became an independent nation, for  a while the forces of 

federalismm led a somewhat mute, subterranean existence until finally exploding in broad daylight 
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inn 1835, during the so-called "Revolution de las Reformas."  Suppressed by the Paez regime 

throughh the use of relatively lenient methods including selective banishments and the suspension 

off  death sentences (Lynch, 1992:208-209; Banko, 1992:387), this movement was headed by ex-

militar yy leaders from the wars of independence that had served under  Bolivar  and were now 

disgruntledd by what they saw as a total lack of official acknowledgement for  all the merits that 

theyy had accumulated during the struggle as well as, more generally, by the "loss of militar y 

privilegess and reduction of the size of the armies"  (Safford, 1985:378) during the first 

governmentt  of Paez (Deas, 1985:523; Pino Iturrieta , 1993b:51). Another  crucial complaint had to 

doo with the regime's relatively unavowed yet not for  that less real centralist inclinations and 

tendencies.. In the view of the rebels, thinly disguised by a constitutional charter  that was a hybrid 

off  both federalist and centralist principles, in actuality the Paez regime was steadily advancing 

thee interests of Caracas over  those of all the other  provinces (Banko, 1996:101-142; Pino 

Iturrieta ,, 1993b:51). 

Itt  is not coincidental if the period's considerable turmoil has been largely suppressed from 

mostt  canonical accounts: at least for  a large number  of contemporary Venezuelan historians the 

"conservativee oligarchy"  is still tantamount to a lost civilian arcadia, a relatively prosperous state 

off  grace where citizens' rights reigned supreme and from which the nation eventually fell pre-

ciselyy due to the masses*  anarchic interventions at the hands of unscrupulous politicians. Need-

lesss to say, such a rosy picture is jeopardized if, beyond passing reference, the period's consider-

ablee civic achievements were shown to have existed in tension with an endemic social ferment 

whosee ongoing suppression was these achievements' unstated yet crucially enabling precondition, 

which,, of course, is precisely what I have been doing in the last few pages. In other  words, 

undoingg the gentle topos of an uneventful Arcadia by insisting, with Barrios, on the "relative , 

tense,, preinsurrectional"  character  of the "peace"  (Barrios, 1994:36) that many historians have 

singledd out as one of those aspects of the "conservative oligarchy"  that is more worthy of 

celebration.. This as an apposite backdrop against which the significance of the various 

monumentalizingg practices which during this regime coalesced as an enduring form of 

governmentalityy may be properly gauged. 

Againstt  such a backdropp the grandiose, monumentalizing poses and attitudes to which the 
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notabless of the "conservative oligarchy"  were so given appear  for  what they were: compulsive, 

everr  more flamboyant iterations of the foundational scenes where they bring the republican order 

intoo being by calling attention to their  monumentalized selves as this order's shared yet ultimately 

unstablee ground. Beyond the sheer  use of force or  of relations of patronage that, for  reasons that 

weree given before, were in the end unreliable, shaky as it was such a 'ground' was the only one 

thatt  under  the circumstances was available. To monumentalize themselves was, in other  words, 

thee ever  reiterated one-single-shot possibility which the notables had of creating the appearance 

off  order  while, at least momentarily, arresting the mobility of the masses and the maddening 

tendencyy which they have of usurping all roles and identities amidst relentless nomadism and 

violence.. In order  to give an idea of the means whereby the 'tribunes' of the 'Conservative 

Oligarchy''  (precariously) accomplished such a remarkable feat, as well as of the lasting 

consequencess that, up to the very present, such an accomplishment has had for  the political 

imaginaryy of the nation I now must move to the next chapter  of this dissertation. 


